ABSTRACT. One of the major problems in geometric modeling is the control of shape construction. Indeed, one should be able to construct geometrical forms by combining or manipulating simple entities. This problem is even more important when we deal with fractal geometry. In this paper, we propose some methods for increasing the modeling capabilities of fractal shape constructions. We propose an extension of the IFS model based on the definition of matrices of IFS that provides a constructive approach of fractal shapes.
Introduction
The aim of geometric modeling is to model forms by manipulating or combining well-known shapes such as circles and boxes. In order to be convenient such a model should allow easy control and manipulation of the final shape. When dealing with fractal geometric modeling, the control on ffactal figures is not so easily achieved as with classical smooth ones. The difficulty comes from the fact that fractal shapes are usually generated with iterative or recursive procedures.
In order to have a better control on the shape, we wish to develop a fractal modeler. Such a modeler should be constituted of a set of basic shapes, a set of unary operations (shape modifications) and a set of binary operations (shape combinations).
Our work focuses on set operations based on the IFS model. This approach has been inspired by constructive solid geometry (CSG). This technique is classical in geometric modeling. It permits to build complex objects using set operations (union, intersection, ...) . In fractal modeling such operations are possible using IFS matrices which are a way to generate a wide class of fractat shapes, not necessarily self-similar. These matrices can be combined using certain operations to yield complex fractal shapes in a constructive way.
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IFS modeling
Fractals are characterized by their property of self similarity. BAR.NSLEY's idea [Bar88] consists in using this property in order to encode the different parts of the fractal by contractive operators. An iterative scheme based on these operators is applied. This scheme transforms any initial shape into a union of its reduced copies. The contraction property of the operators is used to prove the existence of a unique invariant set named the attractor. Below, we summarize the basic notions of IFS theory and introduce the notation used in the remainder of the paper.
Definitions
An IFS-based modeling system is defined by a triple (X, d, S) where:
) is a complete metric space. We shall call it the iterative space.
-S is a semigroup acting on points of ,t2 such that : p ~+ T o p, where T E S is a contractive operator. $ is called the iterative semigroup.
The space 7/(X) denoting the set of non-empty compacts of X is a complete metric space, endowed with the HAUSDORFF distance:
An IFS is a finite subset of the semigroup S:
The associated HUTCHINSON operator is:
This operator is contractive in the metric space (?/(X), dH) and thus admits a fixed point A(T) given by:
for any non empty compact set tf0.
IFS attractors constitute a particular family of compacts. They are invariant sets for T:
A=TloAUo.,UTNOA, with T~ ET.
Example i. We present on Figure 1 an IFS given in [PH91] . By convention,
- T(a, b, c) denotes the translation by the vector (a, b, c).
Rx(a) denotes the rotation of angle a around the Ox axis. IFS techniques are an interesting approach for modeling fractals. In addition to the simplicity of their mathematical formalism, they provide an efficient toot to encode complex shapes with a small set of contractive operators. This paper focuses on affine operators.
However, IFS techniques suffer from important drawbacks when used for geometric modeling purposes. These consist of two essential restrictions. Firstly, the attractors are strictly self-affine. Secondly, there is no convenient way to manipulate these attractors. Such a deficiency is an important limit of fractal geometric modeling. Moreover, in each case there are different techniques to define the restriction of the IFS, such as formal languages, equations systems, trees, graphs, etc. These approaches are not totally equivalent. That's why we have looked for a model that could integrate a wide part of these models. Moreover we needed a model on which operations could easily be defined.
Generalizations of IFS techniques
A generalization based on a matricial formalism is proposed in this paper. This approach integrates not only the existing models based on equations systems or graphs but also those based on regular languages (finite automaton, grammars). Moreover, a set of operations is given for a constructive approach of fractal attractors using basic operations such as union and intersection.
IFS matrices
Our approach is based on the HUTCHINSON operator, generalized by PEITGEN, JURGENS and SAUPE [PJS92].
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Space of matrices of compacts
We define matrices which components are compact sets. As the HAUSDOlZFF distance is defined for non empty compacts, we should generalize the HAUSDORFF distance in a particular way in order to allow empty components.
We denote MR(7-I(X)) the set of matrices in 7/(X) where the non empty elements are given by R C {1,...n} x {1,...n}. That is to say for all matrix
We can now define a distance on MnUt(X)): let K" and K" be in Mn(7~(X)), ~(~', ~') = max d~(~'~, i~'j).
(~,j)en
As R is a finite set and (Tt(X), dg) a metric space, (MR(7-1(X)), d~) is a complete metric space.
IFS Matrix
We now define a matrix which components are IFS. Let $ be an afflne semigroup. We define a matrix of IFS as an n x n matrix which components are finite, possibly empty, subsets of S. We denote P+(S) the set of finite subsets of S and [ttr~e C Mn(P+(S)) with R = {(1, 1), (1, 2), (2, 2)}.
MR(7)+(_S))
We can now define the composition of these matrices.
Let ft C Mn(7'.(S)),[£ E Ms(Tt(X)) and fi'E Ms(P.(S)): (g o I4_)~j = U f-Iik o {(kj e MRoS(Tt(X)). k=l..,~,(i,k)en,(k,j)eS
(fi o/t'),/j ----U fii,~ o fi~j E MRos('P, (S)).
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Moreover if the relation R is a transitive one, then MR (P+ ($)) is stable by composition, that is:
~ 6 MR(P+(S)), fi 6 MR(n(X)) ~ [-I o [£ 6 MR(?/(X))
and/t is a contractive operator on (MR(~I(X)), d~).
Attractor matrix
We now define an attractor matrix as the limit of an iterated matrix of IFS. Such a limit exists when the matrix of IFS is aperiodic. Intuitively, this means that empty components of the matrix will be stable during the iteration. This hypothesis is necessary because of the HAUSDORFF distance. More precisely, we define /Y E Mn(7~+(S)) as an aperiodic matrix when it exists m E N such that
Vk > m,R '~ = R k. Let S = R m, then Ms(P+(8)) is stable by o and vk > ~, ft k e Ms(P+(S)).

Moreover, if ~I is a diagonal matrix, we have
Vk > m, ~k o k ~ Ms(~t(X)).
We can now define an attractor matrix in the same way as the attractor of an IFS. Indeed, let/t be an aperiodic matrix, as/t is a contractive operator, we can prove that the sequence (fIko [()k>m is a CAUCHY sequence in the complete metric space ( Ms ( ?-l ( X ) ) , doo ) .
The limit of such a sequence is thus defined, and we call it the attractor matrix: We have proved the equivalence of our model with the existing techniques, in particular we have worked on the relation between our model and formal languages ones [Tho96] .
In the case of a model based on finite automata, the idea of this relation is to select some of the components of the matrix. The choice is made according to the initial and final states of the automaton. The attractor associated to the automata is then the union of the chosen components.
4
Set manipulations
The matrix model permits combination of two IFS matrices to obtain a new attractor matrix. We have studied two types of operations, some general operations on matrices, such as union, composition, intersection, tensor product [Tho96]; and some operations associated with formal language theory, such as tensor sum, block matrix [TT95]. These operations provide us with a constructive approach. Indeed, it is possible to combine two IFS matrices and to obtain a resultant matrix that we combine with another one, and so on. Before illustrating this approach with an example, let us give a brief definition of each operation.
Matrices operations
Let/jr and H~ be two matrices of IFS of size respectively n and m.
The union and intersection operations are defined in the following way:
Composition has already been defined: As for the tensor summation, this operation has been inspired by language theory. It corresponds to the union of two regular languages. Using this operation we can define the union of two fractal shapes.
Moreover, if we replace some ~ with the identity in the resulting matrix, we obtain the concatenation of two regular languages. We will denote this operation by"{}.". inria-00510104, version 1 -10 Nov 2010
Constructive approach
We show Figure 3 some attractor matrices made for a project "art and science". These pictures have been made by Martine Rondet-Mignotte. She is an artist and uses our work to produce artistic images. This figure shows how some complex shapes can be constructed, using the "step by step" approach, with the use of the matrix operations.
Once the resulting matrix has been constructed, one can choose some of the components. This allows to construct an object which is the union of some components. Figure 4 shows an example of objects extracted from the resulting matrix of Figure 3 Figure 5 shows some other results of operations.
Classification by inclusion
To facilitate the choice of operations, we have ordered (in the sense of set inclusion) the results of these operations. We consider the compact union of all components of the attractor matrix:
x ( .I, r ._j Figure 6 shows an example of inclusion. 
C A([tl ®u H2)
C o n c l u s i o n
Using a generMization of the classical IFS model, we construct a fractat model that enables a constructive approach. This approach is a part of a project of fractal modeler. In this project, we have also worked on free forms techniques applied to fractals [ZT96] . We should now combine both approaches to obtain a complete system of fractal modeling.
